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Focus on what drives high value results

The key insight here is the simple truth that the high value fundraiser who gets three or four 
meetings with donors per month will probably raise less money than the fundraiser who meets 
seven or eight donors per month.

It is true that this element of the job is harder and less enticing for most of us than other 
activities, and yet most of us would really enjoy raising a lot of money. Repeatedly smashing 
your target, for a cause you care about is deeply satisfying. 

Struggling to raise enough money makes your job less enjoyable and can often increase your 
stress levels. Viewed this way, it becomes easier to roll your sleeves up and spend more time 
securing meetings with donors. Though perhaps you won’t always feel the activity is the 
easiest part of your day, the fundraising success it leads to will make your life feel easier and 
the trade-off is clearly worth it.

The secret to gaining WAY MORE MEETINGS with major donors and potential partners
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1  Think of a time in your (work or personal) life when getting a certain result was 
incredibly important to you. It really mattered deeply. You set your will, you 
really decided and felt completely committed to doing this thing.  

What was this situation and why did it matter so much to you? 

WILL = Determination + Flexibility.

When you really set your WILL, you are FLEXIBLE as well as DETERMINED. You keep trying 
different things until you get the outcome you want.

If you truly want to increase high value income to your charity, I invite you to set your WILL, 
to truly decide, to get more informal meetings / event attendance with your existing and 
potential donors than you have ever done before.
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a)  YOUR DONOR - (once they get there, focus on the truth that they tend to 
enjoy meeting us / our charity / our events…)

b)  YOUR BENEFICIARY – why is more meetings likely to lead to an ease in 
the suffering / or to bring something positive to the lives of those your 
charity serves?

c)  YOU – eg more meetings with these people must mean a greater 
momentum towards raising money for your cause; and eg your job gets 
more interesting and varied
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1 Whenever you have set your will in the past, whether you did it deliberately or not, 
you tuned into your powerful reasons why this outcome was so important. And before 

getting into the practicalities of getting more meetings, it is incredibly helpful to tune into 
why it really matters to you. So list below the reasons why achieving more ‘test drives’ / 
informal meetings / event attendance is in the best interests of:
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FLEXIBIILITY

Commit to your outcome, but be open to trying many different ways to achieve it.
Eg Here are some ideas to include as your brainstorm your options:

•  Create a new, inexpensive event, specifically designed to inform and inspire donors / 
partners (not raise money from them) eg a brunch (or informal wine reception) with your 
CEO or an inspiring front-line worker from your charity

•  Add a VIP reception onto an existing (fundraising) event, to which you can invite potential 
trusts / major donors / corporate partners

•  Change what you say on the phone. Remember, the purpose of the call is usually not to go 
into depth about the charity / cause, but to secure the meeting / event attendance. Short 
calls to make this invitation are better than longer ones about more in depth subjects.

• Call their mobile instead of landline (assuming they are an existing supporter)
• Change the time of day you contact them
• Email or letter from your Chief Exec or Head of Programmes
• Letter from you in advance of calling 
• See if an existing supporter knows them and would invite them to your event
• Follow them on social media
• Go to a conference at which they are speaking and introduce yourself

For a longer list of tips, download the accompanying tips booklet How to be a Millionaire 
Magnet – 44 tips to help you get more meetings with major donors using your phone.

3 Now decide: how many ‘test drives’ / informal meetings / event 
attendance do you set you WILL to achieving in the next month?
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4 Brainstorm 5 or 6 options for how you could either secure a meeting with 
one particular donor, or increase the number of meetings you achieve:

5 Action is power!! Try some today. Then reflect on what happened, what you learned, 
and how these learnings will help you continue to hone this skill.


